Why Jeeves?
Seamless growth

Growth refers to an increase in some
quantity over time. The quantity can
be:
�

�

Physical (e.g., growth in height,
growth in an amount of money)
Abstract (e.g., a system becoming
more complex, an organism
becoming more mature).

For us, it’s important that the system is adapted to
small enterprises but can be expanded as the company
grows.”
Jan-Ove Svensson, project coordinator, Decor Maison, Sweden

Growing is a natural part of a business’ evolution. Growth can be
seen as an increase in size, increasing complexity, an increase in
transactions, structural changing whitin a group of companies, and
entering new markets and segments and so on. A by-product of
growth is the changes in a company’s business processes.

DECISIONS - SMALL OR LARGE
ERP SOLUTION
Outgrowing an ERP system is
expensive – very expensive. No one
wants to have to go through the
research, evaluation, procurement
and implementation phases and
have to learn new systems more
than they have to. It requires a
large investment of both time and
resources. Make sure your company
is proactive and doesn’t have to go

through this tedious process more
than absolutely necessary.
Being proactive and purchasing a
system robust enough for growth is
all well and good, but it also can be a
costly and time intensive investment.
Of the same token, investing in
a smaller ERP system that is not
scalable and having to re-invest in
a new system down the road is a
costly and time intensive investment

as well.
Jeeves takes this into consideration.
We offer a lean version for smaller
companies with the option of easily
and seamlessly adopting the larger,
full scale version to meet your
growing company’s evolving needs.
INVEST IN JEEVES FOR GROWTH
Within Jeeves we use the term
‘seamless growth’ – to grow
seamlessly within the system all the
while evolving your business. To
do this, Jeeves Apps Technology
architecture is built to accommodate
smaller operations with Jeeves
Selected as well as larger operations
with Jeeves Universal.

The possibility to seamlessly grow and scale up to a
more complex solution is hard to find anywhere else other ERP requires change of platform and solution.”
Niclas Winroth, CFO, Frank Dandy, Sweden

Jeeves is one of the few ERP
solutions on the market today
offering you an easy, affordable,
toned down version for smaller
companies. Jeeves understands
that at any given moment your
organization may break out into a full
blown multi-company, multi-national,
multi-million dollar company. This
is precisely why, if and when you
outgrow Jeeves Selected, you simply
need to activate a new license
code – no conversions, no new
implementations and no new startup and learning period. Seamlessly
unlock the advanced world of Jeeves
Universal!
JEEVES SELECTED
Jeeves Selected is specifically
targeted for smaller companies with
ambitions to grow and evolve their
businesses. Jeeves Selected is
role-based and includes predefined
processes adapted for smaller
companies, making it easy and
intuitive to use. It may also be used
in the interim for larger companies
looking for a quick and easy ERP
solution.
JEEVES UNIVERSAL
Jeeves Universal offers a much
deeper functionality in order
to support the more complex,
involved structures and aspects of
a company, such as operations in
many countries or a complicated
manufacturing process.

TWO SYSTEMS - ONE SOLUTION
As both Jeeves Selected and
Jeeves Universal share the same
business logic and data models,
it’s very simple and intuitive for a
user of Jeeves Selected to make
the adjustment to Jeeves Universal.
Thanks to a common database, it’s
also possible within an organization
with smaller and larger subsidiaries
and companies to combine the use
of both Jeeves Selected and Jeeves
Universal to meet their unique needs.

LOW COST OF GROWTH
To have a system that you cannot
outgrow means it is very easy to
estimate the total cost of ownership.
With Jeeves you are always prepared
for the future!

